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вЕит� W AND APPROVAL OF TriL РRоGК'.rfiг'тg AND BUDGET Еsтд"јтЕs FOR 1960 
(Article 18 (f)): Item 6.3 of the Agenda (Official Records Nos. 89 

and 92; Documents А12/Р&В/15, п12/P&В/1&y А12/2В, э; ц Resolution 
úVHAl2. 2 ) 

The СНАТRNAN invited the Director- Generаl to introduce his proposals for the 

programme and budget for 19604 

The DIRECТOR- GENERAL drew the Committeeis attention to Official Records No. 89, 

which contained his Proposed Programme and Budget Estimates for 1960, as well as 

to Official Records No. 92 giving the comments of the Executive Board thereon. 

The Committee also had before it a rote on the review and approval of the programme 

and budget es �imаtеs for 1960 (contained in working paper Alt /P &ВАТ /4) which 

stated the present sites ti оn following modifications approved by the Executive 

Board and including provision for the intensified medical research programme. 

He noted that the Committee was considering the present item in pursuance of 

its terms of reference stated in resolution Ûák412.2 and in particular of its 

paragraph (1) (с); paragraph 3 of that гeeelution was also applicable. 

The Proposed programme for 1960, as presented n Official Records No. 89, 

suggested a sew l es of changes resulting from the analysis made by the Eleventh 

World Health Assembly of the work accomplished by the Organization during the first 

ten years of its е_is tense ,;гd from an examination of the situation made by the 

Secretariat. It would be seen that the Director -General had included changes 

in organizational structure and had created acme new units to deal with activities 

relating to cancer, cardiovascular diseases, 1aledical care, etc. As stated in 
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Chapter IV of the Executive ВoardТs Report (Official Records No. 92), the 

Executive Board and its Standing Committee on Administrati-;n and Finance had had 

an opportunity t analyse such changes and the justification for the present 

increase. 

Not taking into account the additina1 funds prcposеd for an intensified 

medical research programme, the Proposed Programme and Budget Estimates represented 

an increase of 8.25 per cent, over the previous year, more than one --half that 

amount being for field work. However, the present estimates were different from 

previous years in that the Director- General was requesting so,ie funds to be 

allocated in .respect of Headquarters in connexion with the developments to which 

he had already referred for same time past. For example, the increase in 

activities relating to statistics called for greater resources. In fact, some of 

the proposals made for 1960 had arisen as long ago as ten years previously; such 

was the case of the splitting into two of the Division ' 
of Organization of Public 

Health Services. 

It should be borne in mind that the Organizatin had had the same top -level 

structure since its inception and had been working throughout that period with the 

same number of Assistant Directors- •General. He made that point in order to show 

that none ;f his suggestions could be considered as bringing about any dramatic 

changes. They were merely the result of the evolutin of the Organization's work 

and of its experience. 

He was asking for only a relatively small increase in respect of field work 

on the basis cf the view expressed by sme Member States that WHO should not 

increase its activities too rapidly. His proposals for 1960 accordingly 

represented a pr ,gressive and gradual step in the growth of the Organization. 
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Following the discussions which had taken place in the Committee on the 

intensified medical research programme and on the basis of the resolution it had 

adopted on that item (con�ained in document А12/Р&B/23, section 1), his present 

proposals, as shown in document А12 /Р &B,4Р /4, included provision for » 500 000 for 

the intensified medical research programme in addition to the effective working 

budget as recommended by the Executive Board. The provision for the research 

programme added another 3 per cent. to the increase of 8.25 per cent., thus showing 

a total increase of a little more than 11 per cent, over the budget for 1959. 

He believed that there were no further explanations he could give at the 

present juncture. He hoped that he would receive the Committeets support and 

that the Proposed Programme and Budget Estimates for 1960 would mark another step 

forward in the work of the Organization. 

Dr NOIRE, representative of the Executive Board, introduced the detailed 

report, contained in Official Records No. 92, of the examination by the Executive 

Board and its Standing Committee on Administration and Finance of the proposed 

programme and budget estimates for 1960. 

He mentioned in particular that among the more important matters studied had 

been certain changes in the organizational structure of the Secretariat, some of 

which had already been made and some of which were proposed to be made. In the 

light of the study made by the Standing Committee and of its own review, the Board, 

as stated on page 57 of its report, was satisfied that the changes made and 

envisaged constituted a real improvement. 
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He also drew attention to the Boardls agreement with the proposals made in 

respect of the Publications Revolving Fund, as shown on page 87. That matter 

would be dealt with by the Committee on Administration, Finance and Legal Matters, 

as would the recommended texts for the appropriation resolution for 1960 and the 

working capital fund resolution. 

As was explained in Chapter IV of the report, the Board had taken into account 

certain additional requirements which had not been foreseen at the time of 

preparation of Official Records No. 89. Taking into account those ,ncreased 

requirements, the proposed effective working budget considered by the Board 

amounted to $ 16 418 700 instead of the figure of 16 330 900 shown in 

Official Records No. 89. As was stated on page 85 of the report, the Board 

considered that the budget level proposed by the Director -General was reasonable 

and had decided to recommend to the Twelfth World Health Assembly that the effective 

working budget level be established at $ 16 418 700. 

The CHAIRMAN invited general discussion on the proposed programme and budget 

estimates for 1960. 

Mr le POOLE (Netherlands) said his delegation fully agreed with the 

reorganization of the headquarters Secretariat. 

With regard to the effective working budget, his delegation had been instructed 

to vote in favour of thё original proposal made by the Director -General as endorsed 

by the Executive Board. As it had had occasion to state to the plenary session of 

the Health Assembly, his delegation did not consider that the time was ripe for 

broadening the research programme and believed that ways and means should be found 

of including that programme in the regular budget. It was therefore unable to 

support the proposals made in the working paper submitted by the Director-General 

(working paper А12/P &B/4ТP/4) 
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Professor CANAPERIA (Italy) said that his delegation found itself in the same 

position as that of the Netherlands, since it had been instructed to vote in favour 

of the Director-General's original proposal which had been approved by the Executive 

Board and was not in a position to support the request for an additional amount of 

500 000 for the intensified medical research programme. 

There was one point, however, which he thought the Committee should bear in 

mind at the present stage. In accordance with a decision taken by the Eighth 

World Health Assembly, the United Nations scale of assessments would henceforth 

serve as the basis for the WHO scale; that change was being introduced in four 

stages concluding in 1960. The adoption of the United Nations scale had differing 

repercussions on the various countries and a study of the table showing the scales 

of assessment for 1958, 1959 and 1960 given in Official Records No. 89, page 11, 

showed quite plainly the considerable discrepancy between the increases in 

contributions being borne by the various Member States. Indeed, for some Members 

the increase between the proposals for 1960 аз compared with the effective working 

budget for 1959 would not be 8.25 per cent, but would range from between 15 per cent. 

to 38 per cent. . 

His delegation fully appreciated the value for WHO, as indeed for all health 

administrations, of a medical research programme and would be most gratified if it 

could be intensified in 1960. In connexion with suggestions made earlier in the 

Committee on possibilities of financing such a programme by savings made in the 

regular budget of the Organization, he drew attention to the Financial Report 

(Official Records No. 93) which showed, on page 13, that savings amounting to 

318 078 had been effected in respect of the year 1958. He wondered accordingly 
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whether the Director -General might not find it possible to initiate the programme 

for intensifying medical research by using such undistributed funds. His delegation 

sincerely regretted that it was unable to support the additional proposals made by 

the Director -General in respect of the medical research programme. 

Dr ALAN (Turkey) said that his delegation had consistently been in favour of 

a reasonable increase in the Organization1s budget provided that the major portion 

of such increases was allocated for field work. Clearly, WHO could not undertake 

work in all directions, and accordingly his delegation would maintain that stand 

and would once again vote in favour of a reasonable increase in the budget ceiling 

for 1960. 

Professor ZHDANOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said that his delegation 

had noted with satisfaction that the proposed programme and budget estimates for 

1960 were in keeping with the Organization's noble missión and would enable it to 

work towards a solution of the basic health problems of the world. He supported 

the increased budget proposed by the Director -General and approved by the Executive 

Board. He supported the changes proposed in organizational structure and the 

changes commensurate with the expansion of the programme. In that connexion, he 

drew attention to the disadvantages of financing parts of the programme by means 

of special funds since that method did not allow for satisfactory planning. He 

believed that emphasis should above all be laid on WHOTs advisory services, its 

field programmes in favour of the under -developed countries, and the intensification 

of medical research work. He called particular attention to Appendix 7 of 

Official Records No. 92, which broke down expenditure by major subject headings; 
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a study of that table would provide useful guidance for W10ts future activities and 

might favour a more rational distribution of resources and a measure of stabilization. 

His delegation would vote in favour of the original proposal of the Director - 

General, as endorsed by the Executive Board. It was not in favour of the further 

increases proposed in working paper Al2 /Р &B/ifР /4. 

Nr B0UСК . (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland) said that 

his delegation was also in a position to vote in favour of the budget proposals put 

forward by the Director- General. The United Kingdom had consistently attached 

great importance to the intensified medical research programme and was therefore 

prepared to support the figure of <Ú 500 000 proposed in the working paper. 

He emphasized that in point of fact an increase of approximately 11 per cent 

over the previous year represented a very considerable sum. The Health Assembly 

should not lightly advocate increases of that magnitude as a regular procedure and 

the Director -General might in future consider whether any projects having a low 

priority might not be deferred so that the Organization could assimilate its new tPeke 

Dr CLARK (Union of South Africa) considered that, after careful study, the 

programme for 1960 appeared well balanced and satisfactory. His delegation had 

already expressed its views on the various activities and would not comment further 

on the programme at the present juncture. 
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The Organization's budget had in fact risen from some $ 61/4 million in 1951 

to nearly $ 17 million, representing an increase of over 160 per cent. in eight 

years. Even though he recognized that certain overall increases were due to 

statutory increases and higher costs, as well as to the expansion of the programme 

and the undertaking of new functions, that rate of increase still appeared somewhat 

excessive. He recalled that the United Nations General Assembly had some years 

previously requested the specialized agencies to stabilize their budgets. Nevertheless, 

t�íu0's budget had continued to increase. Member Stаtes were obliged to view that 

development in conjunction with the contributions they made to other organizations. 

His Government viewed that trend with concern. 

He would support the consideration raised by the delegate of Italy to the effect 

that ways and means should be found to absorb the additional amount of $ 500 000 

required for the medical research programme in the figure for the regular budget 

which had been approved by the Executive Board. 

Dr HABERNOLL (Federal Republic of Germany) said that his delegation was prepared 

to support the Director- General's proposal as endorsed by the Executive Board. It 

was impossible for it to accept the further proposals made without an opportunity 

of consulting its Government. 

Dr EVANG (Norway) warmly commended the Director - General and the Executive Board 

on their excellent presentation of the proposed programme and budget estimates. 

It was noteworthy, from the point of view of presentation, that the Executive Board 

had considered that no further change in method was necessary. 
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The present situation was remarkable, as compared with previous years, in the 

degree of unanimity expressed with regard to the proposal made by the Director - 

General and endorsed by the Executive Board. 

He reminded delegates that the Organization had time and again, in its 

discussions on where to spend funds, been forced back to fundamentals, such as 

malaria, health education, etc. Now, the time had come when WHO was being given 

the chance to tackle another fundamental activity and to build the fourth wall of 

its house. While he appreciated the difficulties facing delegations because of the 

late hour at which the proposal in respect of the medical research programme had been 

made, he would appeal to them very strongly to interpret their instructions as 

broadly as possible in the mutual interest of the Organization and Member States. 

He was at a loss to see why delegations should refer to the increase in the size of 

the Organization's budget as an unfortunate development, since it was surely the 

Organization's purpose to expand in an orderly manner. 

His delegation, although it was faced with the same difficulties as others, 

would vote in favour of the Director -General's proposal, as well as of the additional 

amount of $ 500 000. 

Mr OMURA (Japan) adopted a similar position to that expressed by the delegate 

of Italy. He pointed out that his own country's contribution would, in fact, be 

23 per cent, higher than in 1959. 

Dr de МВNDONCA (Brazil) supported the budget proposals of the Director -General 

and expressed the view that an increase of 8.25 per cent, over the previous year was 

indicative of a reasonable rate of development. 
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Dr SCНINDL (Austria) said that his Government supported the figure recommended 

by the Executive Board but not the additional provision of $ 500 000. 

Dr ANWAR (Indonesia) said that the figure of $ 16.9 million was an increase of 

11 per cent, over the previous year, which was by no means the largest annual 

increase since 1949. He therefore associated himself with Dr Evang's arguments 

and supported the Director -General's proposal. 

Dr DлУКАNOVIC (Yugoslavia) supported the Director -General's proposal 

Dr CAМ RON (Canada) said that his delegation maintained the position it had 

taken during the discussion on item 6.7 and was unable to support the proposed 

increase for the intensified medical research programme, not for any lack of interest 

but because it believed that as far as WHO was concerned research should be treated 

as an integral part of its major undertakings. Не therefore supported the figure 

recommended by the Executivе Board. 

Raising a procedural point, he asked whether the proposed addition of $ 500 000 

should be regarded as an amendment to the Board's recommendation and if so whether 

the two -thirds majority rule would apply. 

Dr SHOIB (United Arab Republic) was astonished by the concern of some delegations 

at the constant increases in the budget, which were surely a sign of natural 

evolution as in national health budgets. His delegation had always favoured 

increases, provided they were used to finance direct services to the Member States 

and not to meet administrative costs, and therefore supported the Director -General's 

proposal. 
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Dr Bц1NEУ (United States of America) said that change did not necessarily 

imply progress., which needed vision and sound planning. Each public health wоrker 

should be alive to changes in needs and possibilities in his own country and the 

same approach must be adopted by Members of the Assembly in framing WHO's policy. 

They should look beyond figures to understand that the real task was to do everything 

possible to succour the sick and the dying, to thich great task every effort should 

be bent. Hence he reaffirmed his Government's full support for the Director -General's 

proposal. 

Mr SIEGEL, Assistant Director- General, explained in answer to the question 

raised by the delegates of Italy and Japan concerning the scale of assessment that 

the Eighth Health Assembly had decided in its resolution WHА8.5 to bring WHO's scale 

into line with the United Nations scale by 1959 in a series of four stages. The 

process had now been completed but WHO was one year behind the United Nations in 

its application of the scale, so that the one used for 1959 was in fact the 

United Nations scale for 1958. The Executive Board had included in its report 

(Official Records No. 92, Appendix 14+, page 154) a separate table indicating increases 

or decreases in contributions of Members for 1960 compared to 1959 by amounts and 

percentages. The scale was based on that of the United Nations for 1959. 

Concerning the procedural question raised by the Canadian delegate he said that 

the two- thirds majority rule would apply in the Assembly's main committees for the 

establishment of the budgetary ceiling. In the light of the Committee's decision 

concerning the intensified medical research programme, the Director -General had 

accepted the suggested figure of a provision amounting to $ 500 000 which, added 
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to the figure recommended by the Executive Board, gave a total effective working 

budget of $ 16 918 700. Any other proposals would be treated as amendments. 

The DIRECTOR - GENERAL said that the discussion on the intensified medical 

research programme had elicited almost unanimous support for a provision of $ 500 000. 

Though it would be impossible tó secure the requisite large sums needed for research 

entirely from the regular budget, at least some activities could be financed. 

from it and some help could be expected from voluntary contributions. He had 

already emphasized that the -programme must at all costs not encroach upon others 

and that it could not be absorbed into existing activities. For all those reasons 

it had been essential to make an additional provision and as the discussion did not 

seem to warrant his expecting to obtain one million dollars as he had originally 

hoped he had made the proposal now before the Committee. In other words he was 

proposing a budget of $ 16 418 700 plus an additional $ 500 000, giving a total of 

$ 16 918 700 

He had given_.tha.t additional explanation in order to emphasize that if the budget 

ceiling wore fixed too low it to implement the research programme. 

Dr АUJALEU (France) considered that no answer had yet been given to the.impo tan# 

question as to whether or not the additional provision was an amendment to the 

Executive Board's recommendation. In any case he was convinced that the decision 

on that addition must require a two- thirds majority. 

The CHAIRMAN observed that it was clear from statements made by Mr Siegel 

and the Director -General that the figure of $ 16.9 million had now become the 

Dirëctor- General's proposal. 
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Dr AUJALEU (France) emphasized that before voting Members must know what 

was the status of the Board's recommendation. 

Dr GOOSSENS (Belgium) asked what was the initial proposal, because the 

Committee would have to vote on the one that was farthest removed from it. 

Colonel SINGH (India) considered that the figure of 16.9 million should 

be put to the vote, since although the Board had recommended a lower figure it 

had also expressed the view that research should be fostered. 

Professor CANAFERIA (Italy) considered that the Director- гΡeneral1s original 

figure, as endorsed by the Board and submitted to governments for their 

consideration prior to the discussion at the Assembly, should be regarded as the 

original proposal and the suggested addition as an amendment. 

The СHАIRMAN pointed out that for the first time the Committee would be 

following the new procedure for voting on the amount of the effective working 

budget in pursuance of the decision of the Eleventh Health Assembly which 

required a two -thirds majority vote of Members present and voting. The relevant 

Rule of Procedure was Rule 67. 

The Committee would have to vote on the two proposals before it and if no 

agreement was reached he would suspend the meeting for twenty minutes and start 

a�-аin. If after two more votes a decision had still not been reached he 

proposed to report that fact to the General Committee. As under Articles 18 (f) 

and 56 of the Constitution the Assembly had to decide on the annual budget, the 

General Committee would then have to consider the best procedure to be followed. 

He assumed that that procedure would meet with no objection. 
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Dr AUJALF,U (France), referring to Article 55 of the Constitution, said it 

was the Executive Board and not the Director-General that made the budget proposals, 

so that the original proposal was the sum rf $ 16.4 million and any other 

suggestion should be regarded as an amendment. 

Dr EVANG (Norway) suggested that the Rules of Procedure should be considered 

as means and not ends in themselves. If the Executive Board1s figure was put to 

the vote first and accepted by a two -thirds majority, those delegations which 

favoured the higher figure would have no opportunity to express their views. 

Dr AUJALEU (France) said that he had reached the same conclusion as Dr Evang 

though from different premises; in other words he considered that the higher 

figure should be put to the vote first, but because it was an amendment, and 

farthest removed from the original. 

Dr CLARK (Union of South Africa) agreed with Dr Aujaleu. 

The DIREСТOR- GENERAL emphasized that it was quite clear from article 55 of 

the Constitution that it was the Director-General who prepared and submitted the 

annual budget estimates on which the Board made recommendations. 

The Board in its resolution EB23.R13 had authorized him to complete his 

study on the role of w10 in medical research and to submit his proposals together 

with budget estimates to the present Assembly. Thus he had been fully entitled 

by the terms of that resolution to submit a figure for the research programme 

but he had not been able to do so at the outset of the Assembly before he had 

heard the views of delegations. 
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The CНATRиAN put to the vote the Director -General' s proposal for a total 

effective working budget for 1960 of 16 918 700. 

Decision: The voting was .51 in favour and 14 against, with 8 abstentions. 
The number of votes required for two- thirds majority being 44, the proposal 
was adopted. 

2. DRAFT THIRD REPORT OF THE COQ ITTЕЕ ON Pie:Ray:1' AND BUDGET 

Dr THOR PENG THONG (Cambodia), Rapporteur, introduced the Committee's third 

draft third report (А12/P&B/24). 

Decision: The draft third report was approved. 

Professor ZIDANOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) reaffirmed that 

his delegation had supported only the initial draft budget proposed by the 

Director -General in January and approved by the Executive Board at its twenty - 

third session. 

3. ЕNVIRONNENТAL sАW ТAТION: Item 6.12 of the Agenda (Official Records No. 87, 

Resolution 'v НА11.27; Document Alt /Р&B /6). 

Professor ORCOYEN (Spain) expressed his appreciation of the Director -General's 

report on the subject and his general approval b'f the draft resolution proposed 

by the Rapporteur (and reproduced as an annex to these minutes). He considered 

that it accurately reflected the main aspects of the problem and would prove 

effective in action since it laid stress where it was due. 
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In regard to the development of water supplies, he outlined the progress 

made in his country and pointed out that the provision of a piped water supply 

should not be regarded as the end of water supply problems. There remained 

that of making piped water safe and providing it in oufficient quantities. 3is 

country was expecting difficulty in providing adequate quantities of piped water 

for fifty years to come. 

The financing of engineering work need not place undue strain on the budget 

of the Ministry of Public Works or other appropriate central bodies if the 

initiative came from the community. In Spain, a small community could obtain 

up to 60 per cent. cf construction costs from the funds specially earmarked for 

the purpose in the national budget. The remaining 40 per cent, would be 

provided by the prospective consumers in the form of money or hours of work. 

The system was proving effective and did not call for too much health education 

work since the value of more and better water was already appreciated as an 

element of well -being symptomatic of an improved standard of living. In the 

Canary Islands, where the problem was different, prospecting for water somewhat 

resembled the oil prospecting of several decades previously in that it was in the 

hands of private companies which financed operations and shared profits and losses. 

In those ways, work on the development of water supplies was gong forward 

with a minimum of financial assistance from the State. 

He thanked the Organization for its support and for its advice and guidance. 

Dr CLARK (Union of South . frica) congratulated the Director -General on his 

report, which was a most comprehensive a��.d interesting document. 
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The provision of water was of great importance both to public health and as 

an aspect Of economic development. He therefo e strongly supported the spear- 

head programme. However, it would call for cooperation with other organizations, 

as had been recognized, and he wondered what would be the exact role of WHO in 

the proposed programme. The Director -General had suggested that the Organization 

would encourage Member States in their efforts by offering trained staff and 

acting as adviser and as a catalytic agent. He fully agreed that such a role 

in the technical, financial, legal, medical and health aspects of the work would 

be appropriate for the Organization. It was not altogether clear to him, 

however, what it was proposed the Organization should do to assist in the 

financing of programmés, While die thought it was understood that WHO would 

give advice and help Member. Statеs to help themselves, it should be clearly 

understood that it should not cet up banks or leans, though it might concern 

itself with the legal or financial aspects of water -development schemes. 

Would the Jrganization require an increase in staff to give advice and 

assistance as proposed? 

The task facing the Organization would be enormous even if it limited, itself 

to giving advice, and it was essential to be quite clear on the financial 

implications for the Organization. 

Dr Р Е (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland) said that an 

impr-o-vemеnt in enviгое е'tal sanitation would do much to reduce the toll of 

human lives taken between birth and five years which, in some countries, 

amounted to 30 -50 per cent, of deaths for all age•- groups. 
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He wished the Committee to be on its guard against placing too much emphasis 

on the spearhead programme. It should bear in mind that, in many countries, 

particularly where community water supplies were non -existent or where the 

population was nomadic, the provision of water, by whatever means, was the main 

problem. Only when water was provided would it be possible for communities to 

develop and only when there was a community was there a need for piped water. 

Mr АЛNAН (Iraq) said that environmental sanitation problems came at the 

head of a list inherited from the previous regime. All those problems were 

closely interconnected with the social and economic condition of the community. 

Socially and economically that community was under -developed. About 70 per 

cent, of the inhabitants were country dwellers; 85 to 90 per cenit. of the 

population were illiterate; the per capita income throughout the country was 

estimated at $ 85, and for the peasant only $ 42. Because of those basic problems 

Iraq was under- developed in public health. 

At present his country had not a single sewage disposal plant, and less than 

50 per cent. of the population received pure water. The housing problem was very 

acute, some 8500 000 peasant families comprising four - and -a --half to five million 

individuals were living in mud huts or huts of bamboo without pure water or 

adequate sanitation provision. 

Little could be done to improve the dwellings of the people or to educate 

them with regard to sanitation while their economic and social problems remained 

unsolved. 
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Much could however be done by national governments assisted by WHO, and he 

urged that intensive work be undertaken in environmental sanitation in different 

countries, taking account of local conditions. 

Anions new ministries formed in Iraq, some were concerned with environmental 

sanitation, housing and civic and rural affairs. Long -term programmes had been 

planned for the provision of pure water, good housing, sewage disposal and elec- 

tricity. Such programmes would need the help of WHO and he looked forward to the 

Organization's effective co- operation. 

Dr PONCE (El Salvador) said that his delegation would support the draft 

resolution submitted by the Rapporteur since it summed up admirably the ideas 

expressed in the Committee. 

He thanked the Director -General for his complete and frank report on the 

situation. As regards the necessity for, and importance of, environmental sanitation, 

he fully agreed with the delegates of Venezuela and Guatemala. 

He fully shared the view that environmental sanitation work should be done 

by the people of the country concerned. Expenditure should be considered rather 

as a reimbursable investment than as an expenditure in terms of public health. 

As regards the problem of financing, appeals should be made to all sources, 

whether national, international, governmental or non -governmental and WHO should 

undertake negotiations to facilitate the release of funds. 

Ву its resolution at the Eleventh World Health Assembly, the Assembly had 

requested the Director- General to make a comprehensive review of the work and 

achievements of the Organization In the field of environmental sanitation and to 
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submit that review to the present Health Assembly with suggestions or proposals 

for further activities in that field. The time had come to act on those proposals. 

At the rate at which work was going forward in his country, it would take 

90 years or more to solve the problems of rural environmental sanitation even if 

there were no increase in population during that time. He therefore urged the 

Organization to make a vigorous attack, on the problem along the lines indicated 

by the Director- General. 

Mr OLIVEKO (Guatemala) said that ten years previously he had taken part in 

the planning of a water supply for the City of Guatemala. The plan was an integral 

one in the sense that it covered all legal, financial, technical and public health 

aspects. The various sources of supply were studied and the conclusions made 

known in the shortest possible time. The plan, which was the first of its kind 

in his country, had been completely self - supporting and he could supply details 

to any delegates interested. It had been tremendously successful in that it had 

stimulated a public demand for more schemes of similar types and in that banks, 

which had hesitated several months to grant the initial loan, at present took a 

very much shorter time. 

He called the attention of ТTembers to the fact that the plan of which he 

had spoken was for Guatemala City and not for the entire country as might be 

inferred from the statement on page 42 of the report. In view of the method of 

financing, it was going too far to say that each consumer became a stockholder. 

The consumer made payments - sometimes in instalments - as a result of which he 

had the right to use water. It would be better to describe the consumer as a 

financial contributor who acquired the right to use piped water and say that the 

financial participation entitled the consumer to reductions in the water rate. 
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He was aware that future programmes in other cities in Guatemala or even 

in the capital city, as in other countries, would call for international and 

local loans and the resources of international organizations concerned in water 

supply development problems. It was the function of WHO to stimulate such projects 

and seek out the best ways of conducting them. 

Dr SCHINDL (Austria), calling the attention of Мetubers to Table 5 - The 

Availability of Piped Water Supply - on page 38 of the Director -General's report, 

pointed out that for some countries, including his own, the proportion of the 

population supplied with piped water was shown as the percentage of the country's 

total population, whereas in other cases it was shown as the percentage of the 

population of the urban or rural population. That prevented the table from giving 

an accurate overall picture of the situation. 

He shared the views of the delegate of Finland regarding the safety of water 

and the supply of water to isolated farms. 

Mr KA.TSАКОS (Greece) outlined the environmental sanitation programmes going 

forward in his country with particular reference to the measures taken, in co- 

operation with. WHO, to minimize the effects of natural disasters, such as earth- 

quakes. 

He congratulated the Director- General on his report and expressed the hope 

that the Organization would continue and intensify its efforts to promote environ- 

mental sanitation. 
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Dr КAUL, Assistant Director -General, Secretary, said that the Secretariat was 

extremely gratified to see the amount of support there was for the spearhead pro- 

gramme on piped water supplies and for the environmental sanitation programme in 

general. 

He agreed that .a piped water supply was not the only solution to the problem. 

In villages or very small communities a piped water supply might not be the best 

solution; the criterion should be the density of population and should be applied 

to rural and urban communities without distinction. He agreed that, however it 

was supplied, the aim was to provide pure drinking water for all. 

In the past, the difficulty of obtaining the necessary funds had been a 

major deterrent. In his report, the Director- General had alluded to a number of 

ways in which funds could be obtained either at the national level or through an 

international loan. organization, He had also proposed that, at the national level, 

the best solution was a revolving fund. 

The role of the Organization would be to provide information and advice to 

Member States on all aspects of water supply development. 

As regards possible increases in headquarters and regional office staff, the 

Director -General had no suggestions to make at the present time. If the present 

'Yretariat were to be overwhelmed by requests from governments, no doubt some 
.F .1 

increase in staff would be warranted. No provision had been made for such a staff 

increase in the 1959 -1960 budget so that during that period the Organization would 

be able to supply advice only in so far as its existing resources permitted. 

Referring to Table 5 on page 38 of the report, he called rembers' attention 

to the footnote which gave the origin of the statistics. Unfortunately, a second 

footnote had been accidentally omitted. It was to have explained that in the case 
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of Austria, Belgium, Denmark, England and Jules, Portugal, Canada and Nigeria, 

the percentages quoted were the percentage cf the total population. As it stood, 

the table gave data on availability of piped water supplies but not a true picture 

of the situation as a whole because no mention was made f other supplies, which 

might be adequate, as the delegate of Finland had pointed out. 

The DIRECTOR- GENERAL said he believed that the provision of water supplies 

and the necessary surveys were within the purview of the United Nations Special 

Fund to which .ember States could apply for financial assistance. 

Dr JASWANT SINGH (India) said that though the provision of a piped water supply 

might be emphasized in environmental sanitation programmes, it should not lead to 

the neglect of other adequate sources. 

WHO should not embark on financial operations but should advise governments 

on where to apply for financial assistance, particularly in view of the Director - 

Generalfs statement to the effect that WHOis resources had been stretched over 

too wide a front in the past. 

He hoped that staff increases would be kept to a minimum as headquarters and 

regional offices seemed already in danger of becoming tap heavy. 

The meeting rose at 5.30 ,p.m. 
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АNNEX 

ENVIRONMENTAL SANITATION 

Draft Resolution proposed by the Raрorteur 

The Twelfth World Health Assembly, 

Having considered the report of the Director- GeneralI on the work and 

achievements of the Organization in assisting governments in the field of 

environmental sanitation, together with his proposals for a future programme, 

Recognizing; that safe and adequate supplies of water delivered by piped 

systems to inhabitants of communities constitute an important measure for 

the protection and improvement of health and are indispensable for economic 

and social development, 

Recognizing that the provision of community water supplies depends 

upon the closely co- ordinated efforts of engineering, financial and adminis- 

trative personnel, 

Considering that a primary deterrent to the early construction of 

community water supplies on an adequate scale is difficulty in financing, 

and that ministries of health are not generally in a position independently 

to develop schemes for financing of such works, 

Considering that some governments may wish to make funds available 

to the World Health Organization to provide advisory services to governments 

in community water supply programmes in addition to the work financed from 

the regular budget of the World Health Organization; 

I.1 ENDORSES the principles and programme as set forth in general terms 

in the report of the Director•- General; 

2. REQUESTS the Director• -General to continue his study of ways and moans of 

assisting governments to provide safe and adequate supplies of water to 

inhabitants of their communities, including an investigation of existing 

international loan or other funds which might be availab e for investment 

in such facilities; 

1 Document А12 /Р &Б /б 
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II. RECON?IENDS to Member States 

(a) that priority be given in national programmes to the construction 

and extension of piped water supplies for communities; 

(b) that wherever necessary, national or provincial water boards be 

established and given authority to deal with the various legal, 

administrative and fiscal responsibilities involved in such a programme; 

(c) that all available national and local resources of money, 

materials and services contributory to such a programme be mobilized; 

(d) that within each country requiring such a facility a revolving 

fund be established to provide loans for water supply development to 

local agencies of governments, and 

(e) that full advantage be taken of existing international loan 

funds; 

III.1 AUТпОRIZES the Executive Board to accept any contributions which 

may be offered for the purpose of providing assistance to governments in 

planning, preparing for and providing other technical assistance in the 

development of community water supply; the Executive Board may delegate 

this authority to the Chairman of the Board; 

2. REQUESTS the Director -General to establish under financial regulations 

6.6 and 6.7 a special account for the purposes set forth in paragraph 

III.1 above; 

3. DECIDES that the funds in the special account shall be available for 

incurring obligations for the purposes set out in paragraph III.1 of this 

resolution and that notwithstanding financial regulation 4.3, the unexpended 

balance of the account shall be carried forward from one financial year to 

the next, and 
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4. REQUESTS the Director- General to present the operations financed, 

or planned to be financed, from the special account separately in the 

Annual Programme and Budget Estimates and to include the operations of 

the account separately in the Annual Financial Report. 

N. REQUESTS the Director -General to make adequate provision in future 

programmes and budgets to allow the Organization to maintain leadership 

in a co- ordinated global programme of community water supply and to 

provide the necessary technical and advisory services to governments. 

V. YNVITES all multi -lateral and bi- lateral agencies having an interest 

in this field to co- operate with the World Нcalth Organization in carrying 

out a global water supply programme. 


